pose once and for all that k and p are fixed. The structure theory of complete fields yields that k is either a field of I-adic numbers over the rational /-adic field or a field of formal power series in one variable over the Galois field of q elements (cf. [7, 11, 12.2] ). Lemma 1. The maximal abelian extension A of exponent p over k has a Galois group of type (p, p). The field A contains the unramified extension U of degree p over k.
Proof, t The field A is the join of all radical extensions k(allp), a?*0 in k, for k contains the pth roots of unity. Hence, by the general theory of radical extensions, we must investigate the structure of the factor group k*/k*p, where k* denotes the multiplicative group of the field k. Let {e} be the group of all units in k which are congruent to 1 (mod 1). We first assert that {e} = {ep}, that is, every unit e is the pih power of a suitable unit rj t {e}. We shall construct a solution -n of xp -e = 0 by successive approximation. Since e = l (mod 1), we can put iji=«l. Suppose that we already constructed a unit Vi such that e = rjv (mod Ii+1). We set Vi+i = Vi+%i+i^i+1 where is to be determined in a fixed set of representatives for o/l. We require « =-Tjf+i (mod 1 ).
Consequently, we have e = p (mod Ii+2), or e = rft +prji~ 1Xi+{Ki+l that is, Xi+i is uniquely determined by e. Thus k*p contains the group {e}. Since k is a complete field, every element a z k has a unique representation as wa\ßt where co denotes a fixed primitive (q-l)st root of unity and X a fixed prime element of k. Hence k* (mod k*p) has w and X as independent generating representatives.
Since q -1=0 (mod p), the group k*/k*p has type (p, p). Consequently, the field A is given as k(\1,p, w1,p). Obviously, the cyclic unramified field U of degree p over k is contained in A. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Suppose that p" is the highest power of p which divides q -1. Then the maximal abelian extension of exponent p" has degree p2" and its Galois group has type (p», p»). Now let i >u. We want to find the order of the factor group k*/k*v\ Obviously the prime element X is a representative of order p\ Consider now the factor group {w}/ {wpI}. We find for its order Suppose now that K is an arbitrary normal extension of k whose degree is a power of p. Let G = {x, y, • • • } be the Galois group of K/k. The elements xyx^y"-1 generate an invarant subgroup G* of G whose factor group G/G* has type (p, p, • • • , p) (cf. [12. .1]). Let K* be the field which corresponds to 67*. Theorem 1. The Galois group of any normal extension K of degree pn over k can always be generated by two elements.
Proof. Let G* be the group {xyx^y-1}.
Then the minimal number of generators of G is equal to the number of invariants of G/G*. This number of invariants is not greater than 2 for
Lemma I.
A normal field K over k of degree p" shall be called a regular extension of k. We now want to construct a universal field A(p) over k which contains all regular extensions K. Let A =A \ be the maximal abelian extension of exponent p over k. Since kcAi, that is, the pth roots of unity lie in Ah we can repeat this construction.
Let kc Axc A2c ■ ■ ■ cAi^cAiC -be the infinite tower of relative maximal abelian extensions of exponent p; that is, [^4»: ^4 t-_i ] =p2, the Galois groups G(Ai, A{-i) having type (p, p). A theorem of local class field theory yields that A{ is normal over k, the degree being p2i. Namely, the class group A*lx which belongs to Ai/A{-i is left invariant by all elements of G(^4,_i, k) (cf. [3] ). Consequently, the join NM =X^,-is an infinite normal extension of k. We have K± c A\, for K\ is a cyclic extension of degree p over k. Consider now the cyclic extension K2 of K\. Then either K2=AX or K2r*Ai. In the second case the join K2A i is a cyclic extension of degree p over A, as a consequence of the Galois theory. Consequently K2Ai c ^42 by construction of ^42. We can continue this process. Thus, ultimately KcA,, <t^4,-i where the index j is uniquely determined by the given field K.
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the fact that the Galois group G of a regular field A is a homomorphic map Gip)/S(K) of the Galois group G{p) belonging to the universal field Nip)/k. We therefore must investigate the structure of G(p) if we want to get information on the various groups G.
Let d be the Galois group of an arbitrary but fixed extension A( over k. Then Theorem 1 implies that G{ can be generated by 2 elements o\-, t,-. We shall select <r,, r{ such that a, generates the inertial group of A s-with respect to k. The group {<n} is an invariant subgroup of G; and its order is equal to p\ for Ai contains the unramified field Upt (of degree p' over k) as maximal unramified subfield (inertial field) (cf. [4] ). Thus Gi/{<fi\ = G(Upi, k).
The group G(Upi, k) has order pi and is generated by an element t*. Thus, if n denotes a representative of rf in G,-, we get
where gi is a prime residue modulo p\ The group G,_i is a homomorphic map of d. Let 5,-denote the invariant subgroup of G, which belongs to A Then Gi/Si^Gi-i.
It is immediately seen, as a consequence of our selection of the generators cr,-, r,-, that 5,-= {of * , rf }. Hence we can select the generators «Ti-i, Ti-i as the maps of o,-, t< on Gi_i. Whence T<111«ri_iT,_i=ofLi=offrl and consequently gi=gi-i (mod pi_1).
Next we want to normalize the exponents gi to an integer g such that JTV<r«" = °"i f°r aH *• We shall prove this statement by constructing two elements er, t in the infinite Galois group of N{p)/k whose homomorphic images in d have the required properties.
Suppose that p is an odd rational prime. Denote by V the valuation which is given by p.
Lemma 3. Let a be a p-adic integer such that p"\\a-1, u 11; then there exists a p-adic integer h such that ah = l+p>1. In other words, the p-adic units which are congruent to 1 (mod pi1) form an ideal cyclic group which is generated by any a = \ {p»),a^\(p*1).
Proof. The exponent h for which ah = l+pß will be constructed by sue-cessive p-adic approximation.
Let a = i+bp» where b is a />-adic integer of value 0. Suppose that we already found integers hi, ■ ■ ■ , h, for which The first number hx is easily determined. Namely, we require a*i = (1 + 6/>")'" = 1 + hibf + p2"c, V(c) = 0.
Since 6^0 (mod p), we can determine Äi by the congruence hib = \ (mod p). Consequently, ö»i a 1 -f-p» (mod
In the general case we propose to find an integer as hj+rjp' where r, has to be determined. Such a number hi+i surely satisfies condition (1) . In order to show that condition (2) can be realized we proceed as follows. We must Application of the ramification theory of infinite normal extensions yields that Gip) contains two elements a, t* having the following properties. The element a is a generator of the inertial group of N<-p)/k, that is, the elements of the inertial group are powers <rc where the c's are p-adic integers. The group of the inertial field of Nlp)/k is ideal cyclic and generated by a residue class t* (mod {a}) where t*eGw (cf. [6] ). Since the inertial group is an invariant subgroup of G(p), we have t*-W* =aa where a is a p-adic integer. Since lim!<M Gi = N<-p), we have a = (<xi, ■ ■ ■ , <r,-, ■ • • ), c,-e G" and t* = (t*, • • ■ , t*, ■ ■ ■ ), t* e Gi. Moreover, t*-Vr,*=a-?i where a{ = a (mod pl) and <tpi=t*p% = 1 according to the selection of the elements a, t* in Gip).
We now want to apply Lemma 3 in order to normalize the exponents gt. Consider for this purpose the norm groups NiA* which belong to the various fields A i/k; Ni denotes the norm taken from A t-to k. Observing that A< can be split up into the various relative norms from A, to A,_i and that A,• is the maximal abelian extension of type (p, p) over A f_t, we get NfA * = k*p\ Hence
A theorem of local class field theory yieldsf that (i) A i is an abelian extension of type (p\ p{) over k if i^n, (ii) A i is a non-abelian extension of degree p2i over k if i >p and the group Ai^4 * belongs to the maximal abelian subfield AßUpi of Af.
Since 6> is the last Galois group in the approximation of G(p) which is abelian, we must have a = l (mod p"), a^l (mod p"+1). Hence there exists, by Lemma 3, a p-adic integer h such that ah = \+p". Consequently, we can change r* to a new element t = t*h in G-p) such that Namely, t*-1ot*=o-" implies T*-kcrT*h =aah = o-1+p". Hence, also TT1<y<ri=<t1+v"',
Lemma 5. LeJ L oe aw infinite normal extension of the abstract field R and let T be the (topologized) Galois group of L/R. Suppose that Ais a subgroup of T. Then A is everywhere dense in Y if and only if whenever W/Ris a finite normal subfield of L every automorphism of W/R can be extended to an automorphism Proof. We first note that a group A as described in the lemma is sufficient to describe the Galois theory of the finite extensions W/R which lie in L. An alternate formulation of the conditions of the lemma is this:
If L s W => R, [W:R] finite, and if A(W) is the subgroup of A leaving the elements of W fixed, then A/A(W) is isomorphic to G(W, R).
Suppose now that A is an everywhere dense subgroup of T. We want to prove that the Galois theory for finite extensions R c W c L can be described in terms of A. Let p be an arbitrary automorphism of G(W, R). We can extend p to an automorphism p' of T. Since A is everywhere dense in T and since the automorphisms leaving W elementwise fixed constitute a neighborhood N of the unit in T, there exists an element 5 in A such that 8p'-1 lies in N. Thus, 5 lies in Np' or 8 induces p on W. Conversely, the possibility of describing the Galois theory for finite extensions W/R by means of a subgroup A of T implies that A is everywhere dense in T. Let p' be any automorphism of T and let N(W) be any neighborhood of the unit in T, that is, N(W) is defined by a finite subfield W/R of L. Then there exists, by hypothesis, an element 5 in A such that 8 agrees with p' on W, that is, bp'-1 induces the identity on W. Hence 5p'-1 is an element of N(W). This means that A is an everywhere dense subgroup of T.
Theorem 3. The group [a, t; t-x<tt = a1+p"\ =i?(p) is an everywhere dense subgroup o/G(p>. The Galois theory for finite subfields of N(p)/k can be described in terms of the subgroup Proof. By Lemma 5 it suffices to prove the first part of the theorem. The topology of G(!,) is given by the chain of homomorphisms G,-*Gi-i, explicitly o-i-i = <ji (mod {o-< , Ti }), t,-_i = n (mod {<rf , rf }).
t The author wants to thank Professor Saunders MacLane for valuable suggestions in the proofs of Lemmas 3, 5.
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In other words, we get an isomorphic representation of G,_i by reducing the exponents of the elements pi=a"Tßi in G; modulo p<_1 and changing the subscript i to i-1. Since erf = rf = 1, the exponents a, ß of the element p.-e G, are p-adic integers reduced modulo p\ Next we remark that {crpi, rpi} is an invariant subgroup Ft of Flp\ Namely, we have This follows immediately from the imbedding of F(p) in G(p).
Theorem 4. ^4 group G of order pn can be realized as the Galois group of a reguar extension K/k if and only if it is a homomorphic map of the group F^={<7, t; t-lo-t = a1+p"\.
Proof. Let K be an arbitrary regular extension of k. Then K%Ai, i sufficiently large, by Theorem 2. Then, by Theorem 3, the Galois group G of K is a homomorphic map of F^p). Conversely, suppose that G^Fip)/T.
Then, by the second half of Theorem 3, there exists at least one field K^k whose Galois group is isomorphic with G. The field K belongs to T. However, T need not be uniquely determined byG,for the homomorphism F(p)->G can,in general, be realized by various invariant subgroups T. The number of groups T corresponding to a given group G is finite. Namely, the argument which we used to prove that K c A{ shows that i is bounded by n, where [K:k] = pn.
Hence G^G(K, k)=Gi/G(Ai, K) = (F™/F%)/(T/Ft). We remark that Tm 7*r(2) implies that the closures in G(p) of Tu T2, respectively, are also distinct provided that and Tm have finite indices under F(p\ It is relatively easy to determine the exact number of regular fields K with prescribed Galois group of small order. We want to discuss briefly the simplest case. Suppose that /x = 1, that is, q -1 = pr, (r, p) = \. Then A2 is a non-abelian extension of degree pi over k. Its Galois group is given by the relations 2*2 = vp* = l, r_1sr = S1+p. Now let G be an arbitrary group of order p3. Since the commutative cases are already settled by local class field theory, we investigate the non-abelian cases. There are two distinct types of non-abelian groups of order p3:
(a) <rpi = rp = 1, t-1ot=<t1+p and (3) dp = tp=pp -\, p = <TTcr~1t~1, p-lcrp=<T, t~1<xt=(T, p~lTp=t<r (cf. [2] ).
A simple computation yields that both groups are homomorphic maps of G2 = { 2, T}. Hence every type has at least one realization as the Galois group G(K) of a regular field KcA2. Moreover, every K which belongs to either type (a) or type (ß) must be contained in ^42. Since these fields K are nonabelian extensions of k, they all must contain the field Au This field Ai belongs [12.1] to the group G2*= {Srs-^f-1} ofG2. Since K d Ah we also have G/G*^G2/G* where G* is defined in the same fashion as G*. Moreover,
G2/S'(K)=G(K).
Hence, by the homomorphism principle of group theory, S'(K) cG*. Thus, the fields K are found among the cyclic extensions of degree p over A\. There are p+1 such extensions for G2* has p+l invariant subgroups of order p, as follows from the structure of G2. Namely, G2* = {Gl; Xp, A e G2} where Gl is the commutator group of G2 (cf. [12.1] ). Consequently G2*= { 2>, Tp} for S-1r-1Sr = rp c {2>, Tp}. Moreover r-pSrp=S andrer = 2*.
Consider now the invariant subgroup {2>} of G2. Its factor group Gil { 2p} is abelian and has type (p, p2). The associated field, belonging to Gl, is U^kCk1^).
The factor group G2/{rp| is non-abelian. It has type (a). The p -\ different subgroups given by { 2i?Tip} have factor groups which belong to type (ß). This is easily verified.
Combining these results we can state the following theorem.
Theorem 5. If p\\q -1, then k has exactly one regular extension of type (a) and exactly (p -1) distinct regular extensions of type (ß).
The infinite discrete group F(-p) can be considered as a generalization of the fuchsian groups of the classical theory of algebraic functions to /-adic number fields. The analogy is rather striking. We may interpret it as follows. The substitution t e Fip) corresponds to the unramified extensions, that is, to the fundamental group of the classical case. The substitution a e F(-p) corresponds to the substitution of signature lim,^ p~i = p-a around the given branch point of the underlying Riemann surface. Moreover, the commutator group F(p)' of F{v) is given by T~1aTcr~l = apli as is readily verified. The factor group F{p)/F<-p)' has type (p", px). Using the ramification theory of infinite normal extensions of an I-adic number field, one sees that the subfield L belonging to FW is given as £(X1/p")c7(£) where U(p) denotes the join of all unramified extensions of degree pi (» = 1, 2, • • « ) over k (cf. [6] ). We remark that F<-p)/F<-p)l = [t, a; ap" = 1} is the generalization of the Betti group belonging to a given branch point with signature l/p".
The equivalent to the multiplicative functions belonging to a fuchsian group is given by the multiplicative group A(p)* of the universal field Now let K be an arbitrary regular finite extension of k. The structure theory of complete fields yields that K is complete and that it is uniquely determined by the root of unity u(K) of highest order which is contained in K and a prime element X(A) of K:
the Cj residues modulo the order of co(K) (cf. [7, 11, 12.2 
]).
According to Theorem 2 we have K%Aiy where i is sufficiently large. Since Ai = k(\i, co,-), we have
where e< is a unit of ^4* which is congruent to 1 (mod (X,)).
Let {p} be the Galois group of Ai/K. Then \(K) = X(a) = (co,-X, a) = (coi X,-) e,-.
Hence (a'?(A'>XJ(X,)p~1 = £;~'> f°r aU P-The unit t\~" lies in je,}; moreover {cot, X,} n {d} = 1. Thus, ej_" = 1 for all p. For p effects a multiplication of X< by a root of unity according to the definition of X, as a radical. Hence u e K. Thus, \{K) ■ erl=y(K) =wf(K)X?(X). In other words, the prime element X(Ä") of K can be normalized in such a way that it lies in {X,-, w<}.
The group Flp) acts as operator group on M<-"\ Arranging the elements of Mc p) as follows: { {«i, Xi}, • • ■ , {w<, X*} }, and observing that Fc p) is everywhere dense in G(p), it follows that this representation of F<-p) as operator group is an isomorphic one. Let S be an arbitrary normal subgroup of finite index under F(p). Denote by M(S) the subgroup of all elements in M(p) which are left invariant by S. Since 5 contains some S4 belonging to a field Ai} it follows that M(S) i {w,-, X;}-We already noticed before that the field of 5 is a uniquely determined subfield K(S) of A{. Hence we can apply the result concerning the normalization of the prime element of K (S). It follows that M(S) is equal to {on, X<} n K(S). In order to determine the maximal root of unity u}(S) and the normalized prime element \(S) of K(S) we proceed as follows. Since M(S) is a finite group contained in {co,-, X,}, it has a minimal base of at most 2 elements. Let\(S) be an element of M(S) such that F(X (5)) is minimal. Then take for co(5) an arbitrary other element of value 0 which has maximal order. The elements \(S), u(S), thus selected, obviously have the required properties. These results which are implied by the fact that we have to deal with (discrete) complete fields can be interpreted in the following fashion. The group M(p) is the minimal set of multiplicative functions over k which suffices to describe all finite regular fields. Somehow the elements co* correspond to the unramified algebraic functions-obtained from normalized integrals of third kind-of the classical case. The X* correspond to ramified algebraic functions with one prescribed pole. Of course, this analogy is rather superficial.
We now want to interpret the Galois groups G{ of the fields Ai/k in terms of certain factor groups of division algebras over k.
Let Di be the normal division algebra of degree p' over k which is given by the following relations. The algebra D{ is to consist of all finite sums Hlt-iai.k&iAi, where 0/,» are elements of k and fl,-, A,-satisfy the relations
(ii) ß, is a primitive (qpi-l)st root of unity, (iii) A-^A^ß? (cf. [4] ).
Let ?£ be the two-sided prime ideal of D< and {e< | the totality of all units in Dt which are congruent to 1 (mod £,). Obviously, the set {e, } is a group. Lemma 6. Every element of {e;} is a p'lh power.
Proof. Let E, be an arbitrary element of {Ei}. Then E, = l+73j where V$i(Bi) >0. Consider the subfield K(B{) of 77,. It contains E;. Hence, by the proof of Lemma 1, E; = R"' where H is a suitable unit which is congruent to 1 modulo the prime ideal of k(B%). Since H c k(Bi) c77,-, the assertion of the lemma is obvious.
Theorem
6. The factor group Df/Df^ can be generated by two elements A*, ß* satisfying the relations hf* = Of* = 1, Af-'QfAf = Qf".
Proof. We first remark that the group D*pi which is generated by the pith powers of all nonzero elements in Df is an invariant subgroup of the multiplicative group Df. The group Df' contains the unit group {E,{, by Lemma 6. Thus, A; and ß,-can be considered as representatives of Df/Dfv'. The defining relations of 77 < and the fact that {E,-} is an invariant subgroup of Df imply that every class of Df/Dfp> can be represented as AfittfiDf'
where O^a,-, ft <p\ Hence Af=A; (mod Dfpi) and ß,*=ß, (mod Dfpi) have the required properties.
We can suppose that the Galois group & of A,/k is given by the relations of =*<n=1, TTxo{Ti = (j\. Namely, g -1 is exactly divisible by p». Proof. The asserted isomorphism is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6 and Lemma 4. We let correspond a->ß*, r»-*A*.
The group D*pi can be considered as the generalization of the norm groups appearing in local class field theory. We can obtain 77?p> by the following construction. Consider the norm group NiA* = k*p< which belongs to the field A{/k. Let Tsfc denote the reduced norm of 77; over k. Then 77,*"' is the subgroup 77 of maximal index in Df such that HiH = NiA?. This follows immediately if one observes that ?iiD* = k*, and that A,-, Q,-, {E;} form a base for all elements of Df. The requirement JiM = NfA f implies certain congruence conditions for the exponents occurring in the multiplicative representation of the elements in 77 in terms of the base A<, ß;, {E,-}. Since Hi is an abelian multiplicative function on Df, it follows that 77 is a normal subgroup of 77,*. Now let Df be the maximal subgroup of Df such that HiDf' = NiAf. cyclic group which is generated by the commutator Tr1<TiTicrr1 = crl~1. Namely, the structure of Ai/k implies that A{ = t/V&(\1/p")(X1/p") is a cyclic extension of degree p^" over Up<k (\1,p") Here X\ denotes the group of elements in D* whose reduced norms are equal to 1 and similarly, Fi the appropriate subgroup of D*p*. These statements yield that D*'/Dp is represented by a root of unity. For this we only have to take into account the structure of Df and the multiplicative properties of N>. It is therefore not so astounding that the Galois groups C7j can be described by factor groups of 77*. The algebra 77, contains the (q"' -l)st roots of unity and hence the p"+ith roots of unity, for the maximal unramified subfield Upt of Di has relative degree p* over k. Consequently Up' must be given by coJ,p\ where o> is a primitive (c7 -l)st root of unity in k, for we supposed q-1 =0 (p).
The field A/ can be obtained as follows. Consider the group D*/D*pi and reduce it modulo the commutator group D*'/D*p\ Then A*pM = A* and Qf ?*=&>*. Consider X* and co* as the elements X, co in k. Then the solutions xi} ji of xT =X, yf =<i) define the field A'.
In order to obtain A{ itself, we associate to D*/D*p' the group Ä{ given by the relations Xf =X, Ff*=co. Then ^4j = ^(Xi, Ft). This is to a certain extent the generalization of the theory of radical fields to normal regular extensions.
Suppose now that K is an arbitrary regular normal extension of k. Then K § A i for some ^4, by Theorem 2. To the field K there corresponds a uniquely determined invariant subgroup 77 of G< such that G(K, k)^Gi/H. The local class field theory yields that G(K, k)/G*(K, k)'^k*/NKK*, where G(K, k)> denotes the commutator group of G(K, k) and NkK* stands for the norm class group of K with respect to k. Theorem 7 implies the existence of a unique invariant subgroup H of 77* such that D*/H^G(K, k). Finally we want to indicate briefly that the theory of regular normal extensions K/k cannot be developed with respect to a fixed division algebra Dt of degree p' over k. It would be natural to require that every Galois group G is a homomorphic map of D *. In analogy to the theory of abelian fields (which can be described by subgroups of k*) we would require that all units {e,} of Di are contained in the subgroups E of D* belonging to the arbitrarily given field K/k. Namely, the set of units E4W = ((Af)') form an invariant subgroup of the totality of all units in Di. The index of this subgroup turns out to be equal to qpi'~l(qpi-1).
Thus p""i\\qpi'-1(qpi-l) for Dt contains no units of higher p-order than p"pi, as follows from the algebraic theory of splitting fields of Di. Hence the class groups H which supposedly can be associated to the fields K/k must contain e,-. Consequently, any such invariant group E of Di must contain {fl™}u{Aj| for suitable chosen integers m, s. Since Di contains only roots of unity of bounded p-order, the possible exponents, are bounded, say m^w0. If m>m0, then {ö^JujAj} = { QT"} u {A*}. We have a similar fact in local class field theory. There the ramification exponents e(K) of regular fields are bounded by p". The reason being that the ground field k does not contain sufficiently may roots of unity. Such roots of unity always are needed to describe the class groups of ramified abelian extensions. In other words, in the abelian case the regular extensions are made up by a ramified extension of degree p" and an unramified extension of arbitrarily high degree (cf. [10] ). A similar situation prevails in the general case. Having fixed an algebra Z?<, we only can describe by means of Dt such regular fields K which contain a normal subfield whose ramification degree is not greater than p*p*. One also could arrive at this result by purely group theoretical analysis. The structure of D*/ { ßf} u {Aj} can easily be determined. One observes that not all d can be homomorphic maps of some suitable D*/ { ß,™} u {Aj}. Hence, by virtue of Theorem 2, not every G can be described as a homomorphic map of D*. These considerations indicate why the totality of all algebras Z), is required for our generalization of local class field theory.
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